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1. INTRODUCTION
In 1960 MEYER-KoNIG and ZELLER [4] introduced a sequence of linear
positive operators which were modified a little by CHENEY and SHARMA
in 1964 [1]. These modified operators M n are still called after Meyer-
Konig and Zeller. Let B[O, 1) be the class of all real functions t(t) that
are defined and bounded on the interval [0, 1) of the real t-axis. Then
the n-th operator M n of Meyer-Konig and Zeller, M n : B[O, 1) --+ 0[0, 1)
is defined by
(1) Mn(f(t); x) = (l-x)ntl ! (n+k) x k t (~k) (n= 1,2, ... ).
k-O k n j-
The right-hand member of (1) is sometimes called the n-th Bernstein
power series of t(t). Clearly M n (n= 1,2, ... ) is linear on B[O, 1), it is also
positive, i.e. for each t(t) E B[O, 1) which is non-negative on [0, 1) its
image M n(f(t); x) is also non-negative on [0, 1).
If t(t) belongs to B[O, 1) and is continuous to the left at t = 1, then
Mn(f(t); 1) is defined as [4]
(2) Mn(f(t); 1)= lim Mn(f(t); x)=t(I).
xtl
In 1967 MULLER [5] proved that on [0, 1]
(3) M n(l;x)=I, Mn(t;x)=x (n=I,2, ... ).
Moreover he showed that on [0, 1] the inequalities
°
M ( 2 ) 2 x(l-x) ( ):s; n t ; x - x S n +1 n = 1, 2, '"
hold, from which it follows that for each x E [0, 1] the relation
(4) lim M n(t2 ; x)=x2
n--> 00
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is true. On account of a theorem by KOROWKIN [2] it then follows that
for every f(t) E 0[0, 1] we have in all points x of [0, 1]
lim Mn(f(t); x) = f(x) .
.. .-00
2. MAIN RESULTS OF THIS PAPER
If f(t) E B[O, 1) and if at a point ~ E [0, 1) f(t) possesses a finite second
derivative f"(~) then MULLER [5] gave an estimation for the speed with
which Mn(f(t);~) tends to f(~). He proved that
(5) IMn(f(t); ~) - f(~)I;S ;~~~-~i) 1f"(~)1 I-o(n+ 1)-1 (n --+ (0).
On the interval O:S ~;? i this estimation is better than the following one
which was previously found by CHENEY and SHARMA in 1964 [1]
1-~1Mn(f(t); ~) -- f(~)1 ~ 3n 1f"(~)1+o(n+ 1)-1 (n --+ (0).
In 1970 LUl'A~ and MULLER [3J improved (5) and obtained the asymptotic
relation
In this paper we prove that if f(t) E B[O, 1), and if f(t) is continuous
to the left at t = 1 and if at ~ E [0, 1] f(t) possesses a finite fourth derivative
f1V(~) we have
(6)
( Mn(f(t);~) - f(~) = ~(1:- ~)2 f"(~) + 12{g(I-~)2 (2~ -1)f"(~), :Ln n
~
If t(t) possesses at ~ even a finite sixth derivative fVI(~) we can in (6)
replace on-2 by On-3 •
We also show that if t(t) E 0[0,1] and if w(b) (15)0) is the modulus of
continuity of j(t) we have at each point x E [0, 1]
(7) \ IM.U(I); z) -/(x)I" (I+X(I-X)'+ x'(1~~~ -X)) w((n +W')
~ (n-l,2, ... )
and also
(8) 1M (f(t)· x)_f(X)I~2w{VX(I-X)2+ X2(I-X)(2-X)} (n=l, 2, ... ).
n, - n+l (n+l)2
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Moreover we establish the inequalities, x E [0, 1]
(9) \ IM.(/(t); x) -/(x)[ < (1+ ,.,. (1- .~:::: ~)')) w(n- I ) < ~'W(n-l)
~ (n-2, 3, ... ).
The inequalities (9) improve a result occurring with LUPA~ and MULLER,
1970 [3], viz.
IMn(f(t);x)-f(x)I~12\w(n-i) (n=2, 3, ... ).
3. PROOF OF (6) AND OF THE ASSERTION FOLLOWING (6)
Let K(q)(~) (q~ 1) be the class of all functions f(t) E B[O, 1) which are
continuous to the left at t = 1 and possessing the property that the deriva-
tive f(q)(~), ~ E [0, 1] exists. Then the following two theorems hold.
THEOREM 1. Let q be even (q~2) and {L n} (n= 1,2, ... ) be a sequence
of linear positive operators, L n: K(q)(~) ~ 0[0,1]. Let the operators L n be
applicable to (t - ~)q+l and to (t - ~)q+2 and let
Ln((t-~)T; ~)=On-[(r+l)/21 (r=O, 1, ... , q+2).
Then we have for each f(t) E K(q)(~)
This theorem is a consequence of theorem 3 in [7].
THEOREM 2. If f(t) E K(q+2)(~), ~ E [0, 1] and if the conditions of theo-
rem 1 are satisfied then we have
The proof of this theorem follows from the proof of theorem 3 in [7]
combined with the idea of the proof of theorem 2 in [7].
In case of the operators M n (n= 1,2, ... ) of Meyer-Konig and Zeller
we have to calculate Mn((t-x)r; x) on [0, 1] for r= 0, 1, ... ,4.
It follows from (3) that on [0, 1]
(10) Mn{l; x) = 1, Mn(t-x; x) = ° (n= 1, 2, ... ).
Further we notice that because of (2) we have
(11) M n((t-1)r; 1)=0 (r=l, 2, ... ; n=l, 2, ... ).
(12)
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By (3) we see that in each point x E [0, 1) for n ~ 2
00 (n +k) k2M n((t - X)2 ; x )=Mn(t2; x )- x2 = (I-x )n+1 k~O k xk (n +k)2 -x2
00 (n +k) k +l
= x(l-x)n+1 ! xk - x2
k- O k n +k + 1
00 ( n +k ({ k= x(I- X)n+l ! x" - -
k- O k n+k
+ (n +k)(:+k+ I)} - x2
00 (n +k) xk
- nx I- x n+l
- ( ) k~O k .(n+k)(n+k+ 1)
=x(I -X)n+l ! (n+ k -1) xk
k-O k n +k +l
= x(1 _ X)n+l ! (n + k - 1) x" { 1
k-O k n+k- l
- (n + k-l~n+k+ I)}
x(l -x)2 x (l-x)2 x(l- x)2
= 1 -an(x) = + 2 -an(x) +On-3,
n - n n
where
(13)
1
00 (n+k - 1) xk
O'n(x) = 2x(l- x)n+l k~O k (n +k -l) (n +k + 1)
= ~(I- x)n+1! (n +k -2) x"
n-l k= O k n+ k - l
and for n~ 3 we have
an(x)=~(I-x)n+l! (n+k -2) xk{ 1
n -l k -O k n +k-2
(14) - (n +k_2)3(n+k+l)}
2x(l- x)3 - 3 _ 2x(l-x)3 -3
(n -l)(n- 2) + On - n2 + On .
Consequent ly we have on [0, 1) by (12) , (13) and (14)
\
M ((t - )2. ) = x(l - X)2 x (l - X)2 _ 2x(l-x)3 0-3n X ,x + 2 2 + n
n n n
(15)
) = x(l - X)2 + x(l -x)2 (2x - l ) + On- 3•
~ n n2
Because of (11) this formula is a correct one on [0, 1].
(17)
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Again, we have on [0, 1]
(16) .1Jfn«t - X)3; x)=Mn(t3; x)-3xMn(t2; x) +2x3,
where on [0, 1)
00 (n+k) k k3Mn(t3;X)=(I-X)n+1k~o k x (n+k)3
00 (n+k) (k+ 1)2
=x(I -X)n+l k~O k xk (n+k+ 1)2
00 (n+k) { k2 2nk=X(I-X)n+\~O k xk (n +k)2 + (n+k)2(n+k+l)
n
2
}
+ (n+k)2(n+k+ 1)2
00 (n +k) xk=2nx2(I-x)n+1k~O k (n+k+l) (n+k+2)
00 (n +k) {I I} 1
=2nx
2(I-x)n+1 k~O k xk n+k - (n +k)(n+k+l) n+k +2
(18)
00 (n + k - 1) xk
=2x2(I-x)n+1 2 k n+k +2
k -O
00 r+ k - 1) xk
-2x2(I-x)n+l k~O k (n +k+l)(n+k+2)
00 (n+ k -1) { 1 3}=2X2(I-x)n+1k~o lc xk n+k -l - (n +k-l)(n+k+2)
00 (n+ k -1) xk + On-3
+2x2(I-x)n+l k~O k (n+k-l)(n+k-2)
22(1 )2 6x2 00 (n + k - 2) xk
= X -x +-_(I-x)n+12 n+k-2
n-l n-l k -O k
2x2(I-x)3 + On-3
- (n -l)(n-2)
2x2(I-x)2 2x2(I-x)2 _ 8x2(I-x)3 +On-3.-~--.:...-+--- 2 '
n n2 n
(19)
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00 (n+k) Xk
T 2= n2x (l - x )n+I x k~O k (n+k)2(n+k+ 1)2
00 (n + k - 1) xk
=nx I-x n+1
( ) k~O k (n+k)(n+k+ 1)2
00 (n + k - 1) xk
=nx I-x n+1 On-3
( ) k~O k (n+k-l)(n+k-2)(n+k-3) +
x(l-x)4 _
=--2-+ 0 n 3.
n
Combining (17), (12), (15), (18), (19) and (14) we finally see that in each
point x E [0, 1) we have
(20)
and
(21) x( 1- x)3 (1 - 5x)M n((t-X)3; X)= 2 +On-3.
n
These formulae are also correct on [0, 1] because of (11).
Again, we have on [0, 1]
We calculate M n (t4 ; x) on [0, 1)
(23)
Mn(t4; x)=(I-X)n+1 I (n+k) xk k4 4
k=O k (n+ k)
(1 ) +1 ~ (n+k) k { k3 3nk2
=X -x n k7:o k x (n+k)3 + (n+k)2(n+k+l)2
3nk n3
+ (n+ k)2(n + k + 1)2 + (n +--;k'"""")3""'"(n-+""""k-+--=I'-;-;)3
In this equality is
\
00 (n+k) k2UI = 3nx(l- x)n+1 k~O k xk (n+ k)2(n+k+ 1)2
-3 2(1- )n+1 ~ (n+k) k k+l(24) I-nx x k7:o k x (n+k+l)(n+k+2)2
00 n-s-k k n 1
-3nx2 I-x n+1 xk --
- ( ) k~O ( k) {n+k + (n+k)(n+k+ 1)} (n+k+2)2
(24)
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00 (n + k - 1) { 1 4}
=3x3(1-x)n+l k~O k xk n+k -l - (n+k-l)(n +k+3)
00 (n +k - 1) xk
-9x3(1- x)n+lk~O k (n +k+3)2
3n 00 (n + k - 2) xk + On-3+__ (l_ X)n+l L k (n +k+2)2
n-l k- O
3)2 00 (n + k - 1) xk
= 3x (l -x -21x3(1-x)n+l L k (n+k-l)(n+k+3)
n-l k -O
3nx2 00 (n + k - 2) xk + On-3+ n _ l ( l - x)n+l k~o k (n +k-2)(n +k+2)
n
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Further,
(25)
U - 3 (1 )n+1 ! (n +k) k k2- nx -x k~O k x (n+k)2(n+k+l)2
00 (n+k) Xk
- 3nx2 I-x n+1
- ( ) k~O k (n+k+l)(n+k+2)2
00 (n+k) xk
=3nx21-x n+1 On-3
( ) k~O k (n+k)(n+k-l)(n+k-2) +
_ 3x2(I-x)3 -3_ 3x2(I-x)3 -3
\ - (n-l)(n-2) +On - n2 +On.
From (22), (23), (20), (24) and (25) it follows that in each point x E [0, 1)
we have
(26) 3x2(I-x)4M n((t - X)4; X)= ---2- +On-3
n
and because of (11) this formula is also true at x = 1. Hence it holds in
each point of [0, 1].
Finally, in 1967 MULLER [5] proved that both M n((t - x )5; x) and
M n((t - X)6; x) are of order On-3 in each point of [0, 1]. Using this result
and those of (10), (15), (21), (26) and applying theorems 1 and 2 we have
established
THEOREM 3. If f(t) E K(4)(~) we have the following asymptotic relation
for the speed with which M n(f(t);~) tends to f(~) as n --+ 00
If f(t) E K(6)(~) the correction on-2 can be replaced by On-3 •
This means that we have proved (6) and the assertion following it.
4. PROOF OF (7), (8) AND (9)
Let Ln(n= 1,2, ... ) be a linear positive operator, L n: 0[0, 1] -+ 0[0,1]
having the properties that if we write on [0, 1]
(27) Ln(tk; X)=Xk+iXnk(X) (k=O, 1,2; n= 1,2, ... )
we have in a point ~ E [0, 1]
(28) lim iXnk(~)=O (k=O, 1,2)
n--+OO
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Then, if w(l5) (15 > 0) is the modulus of continuity of f(t) on [0, I] SHISHA
and MOND proved in 1968 [6] that for n= 1,2, .,.
(ILn(f(t);~)-f(~)1 ~lf(nIILn(I;~)-11(29) )( + {Ln(1; ~)+15-2Ln{{t - ~)2; ~)} w(b).
In case of the operators M n of Meyer-Konig and Zeller we have on
[0, I] as a consequence of (10) and (27)
(30) Mn(I;x)=I, Mn(t;x)=x, Mn{{t-x)2;X)=iXn2(X)
so that (29) takes the form
(31) IMn(f(t); ~)-f(~)I~{I+I5-2iXn2(~)}w(l5) (n=I, 2, ... ).
As M n is a positive operator we have iXn2(~)~0 and we shall prove in
theorem 4 that
(32) iXn2(~) > ° (~E (0, I)).
If eE (0, I) we take 15 = + {iXn2(~)}i with which (29) takes the form
(33) IMn(f(t);~)-f(~)1~2w({iXn2(~)}1) (n=I,2, ... ).
Because of (I) and (2) and w(O)=O this formula is also true if ~=O and
if ~ = I since then iXn2( I) = 0.
From (33) it follows that we have to derive an estimation for iXn2(~)'
THEOREM 4.
(34)
On [0, I] we have for n= 1,2, ...
x(I-x)2 x2(1-x)(2-x)(0~)iXn2(X)~ n+I + (n+I)2
(35)
with the proper sign of inequality on (0, I).
PROOF. Because of (2) (34) is true if x = 1. Hence we suppose that
x E [0, I). We devide the proof into three parts in which n~3, n = I,
n=2 resp.
Part 1. By (30) and (12) we have on [0, I) for n= (1,2)3,4, ...
iXn2(X) = M n(t2; x) -x2=x(I-X)n+l Jo C+Z-I) n+~k-I)
=x(I-x)n+1 I (n+k-I)xkg ( k )
k=O k n+k-I
where g(t)=I-t/(n+I-2t). The hyperbola y=g(t) cuts the line t=O in
A(O, I/(n + I)) with slope of the tangent in this pointequalto - (n -I)/(n + 1)2.
A lies also on the parabola y = h(t) where
(36) I n-I t
2
h(t)= n+l - (n+I)2 t- (n+I)2
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with the same tangent in A as the hyperbola while on (0, 1] we have
(37) h(t»g(t) (n~3).
Hence it follows from (35) and (37) that on [0, 1)
00 (n .L k- 1) (k )cxn2(X)~X(I-X)1l1-\~o . k xkh n+k-l
-x(l-x)n+l ~ (n+k-l)Xk{_I_ i (n-l)k _ k2 }
- ~o k n-t- 1 (n+l)2(n-t k-l) (n+l)2(n+k-l)2
(because of (36))
=x(l-x) {n~ 1 - (:-+-1\2 x- (n~ 1)2 (X2 -r- CX n- 1.2(X))}
(because of (30) and (35))
{
I n-l X2} x(l-x)2 x2(I-x)(2-x)~x(l-x) n-t-l - (n+l)2 x- (n i 1)2 = n+l L (n 11)2
and this is the result in (34) for n ~ 3.
Part 2. In case n= 1 we have on [0, 1)
00 k2 00 { 1 )~(I-x)2 L xk----x2~(I-x)2 L xk k-l-;---I -x2
k-O k+l k~O k-1J
00 xk 00 x k
=(I-x)2 L -,- ~x(l-x)2 L --
k-l k:-l k-O k-;-2
X(I--X)2 1 x2(1--x)2! x k
2 k-O k-t-3
x(l-x)2 { x2 }~ 2 -!-x2(I-x)2 l+ix t-l 1 __ x
x(1 - X)2 {X }
= 2 +x2(I-x)2 !+i 1- x
x(1 - X)2 {X }~ 2 +x2(I-x)2 ~-+il-x
x(l-x)2 x2(I-x)(2-x)
= 2 -+- 4
and this is (34) for n= 1 on [0,1).
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Part 3. In case n=2 we have on [0,1)
00 (k+ 1) k
= (I-x)3 L xk _ - -x2
k-l k-I k+2
-(1- )3 ~ (k+I) k{k-I 2} _ 2
- X /=1 k-I X k+I+(k+I)(k+2) x
00 (k + 1) xk 00 k+1
= 2(I-x)3 L 2 (k I)(k 2) =x(I-x)3 L k3 xkk~1 + + k-O +
=x(I-x)3 {l+!x+ -!X2+tx3+tx4+ ... }.
We shall prove that the right-hand side in the latter row is not larger
than the right-hand side of (34) for n = 2, i.e. that on [0, 1)
x(I- X)2 x2(I-x)(2 -x)(38) x(I-x)3{l+!x+-!x2+tx3+tx4+ ... }:;:-; 3 + 9 .
Since this is true for x = °we consider the interval (0, 1) and we devide
both sides by x(I-x). Then we have to prove that on (0, 1)
or
or
This will have been proved if we have established on (0, 1) the following
inequality
or
1( ) 1 2-x °
- I-x +--x- - <6 10 9 =
and this is true on (0, 1). This means that because of the correctness of
(38) inequality (34) is also correct in case n=2.
Consequently (34) has been proved. As follows from the first row of
(35) we have clearly cXn2(X) > °if x E [0, 1]. This proves theorem 4.
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THEOREM 5. L et f( x) E 0 [0, 1]. Then we have for each poin t x E [0, I]
{l / X(l - X)2 X2( I - X)(2 - X)}(39) IMn(f(t); x)-f(x)I:s::2w V n+1 + (n+I)2 (n =I,2, ... )
and
(40) \ 1M.(flt); x) - / lx)1 '" ( 1+x( l- x )' + x'(1~:>\2 -X»)",«n '..1)- I)
( (n -I, 2, ... ).
PROOF. Condit ion (2i) is satisfied for every point ~ E [0, I] if we take
Ln=Mn(n = 1, 2, ... ) because of (3) and (4). Then (39) follows immediately
from (33) and (34). If in (31) combined with (34) we take 15- (n + 1) -t
we arrive at (40) .
The est imations in theorem 5 depend both on ~ and on n . We now
want to derive an est imation depending only on n .
LEMMA 1. On [0, I] we have for n = 2, 3, . ..
{
X(1 - X)2 x2(I -x)(2 -x)\ ~ ( n2-5)
(41) n n + I' (n :- 1)2 f < 27 1- 4(n2-1)2 .
F or n = I the left-hand side of (41) is less than 0.1113.
P ROOF. For x=o and X= I the inequalities are trivial. We therefore
suppose that x E (0, I). Then we can wr ite
(42) {
X(I - X)2 , X2(I-X)(2 -X)} n
n r < l,,(x)
n +1 (n ;-1)2 (n -;· 1)2 (n - I, 2, ... )
where In(x) =x( l -x){(n !- l )( l -x) - 2x}. On (0, I) In(x) is non-negative and
it possesses for n;;;; 2 an ab solute maximum at x-= (2n - l/n2 i 3)/:3(n -- I ).
In this point the right-hand side of (42) is
This proves (41) . For n= I it can be shown by computational methods
that the value of the left-hand side of (41) is less than 0.111 3. Consequently
lemma I has been established.
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THEOREM 6. I] j(t) E 0[0, 1] we have at each point x E [0, 1]
IMn(f(t);x)-j(x)/< {1+-l7" (1- 4(::=~)2)} w(n- i ) (n=2,3, ... )
/M1(f(t); x)-j(x)1 < 1.1113 w(I).
PROOF. Condition (28) is fulfilled for every point ~ E [0, 1] if we take
Ln=Mn(n= 1,2, ... ) because of (3) and (4). Combining (31) and (34) we
can write for each 15 > 0 and n = 1, 2, ...
{
I (X(I-X)2 X2(I-X)(2-X))}IMn(f(t);X)-j(x)l~ 1+ nt52 n n+l + (n+l)2 w(t5).
Taking 15 = n-i and using lemma 1 the theorem follows.
COROLLARY. From theorem 6 it is obvious that if j(t) E 0[0, 1] we
have at each point x E [0, 1]
(43) IMn(f(t) ; x) - j(x)/ < 1-l7"w(n-i) (n = 1, 2, ... ).
This result is certainly less sharp than theorem 6. (43) with ~ occurs with
LUPAS and MULLER in 1970 [3].
•
I thank Dr. M. W. MULLER (Stuttgart) very much for sending me a
preprint of paper [3].
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